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SCHOOL / COMMUNITY RELATIONS
Statement on AYP 2007 CMT / CAPT Results
By David L. Snead, Ph.D.
Superintendent of Schools
I have some good news to report about our
Waterbury Public Schools and AYP, or Adequate Yearly Progress. Wendell Cross
achieved AYP a second year in a row this year
and has been removed from the list of schools
in need of improvement, and Maloney, Rotella
and the Waterbury Arts Magnet School all continue to achieve AYP in all areas. Three other
schools, Barnard, Generali, and Regan, also
achieved AYP this year. Two schools, Driggs
and Woodrow Wilson, made significant strides
forward and came close to achieving AYP but
because it was not in all areas, they did not
achieve AYP.
Earlier this year, I had reported that several of
our schools and the district had made statistically significant gains in a number of areas both
for students scoring at proficiency or above and

First Lady Laura Bush visited Driggs School this
summer to announce the awarding of a grant to
purchase books for school libraries.

Continued on page 12

Statement on 2007 CMT Results
A new version of the CMT was administered in 2006 and 2007; therefore, comparisons to previous years'
results should not be made. We will concentrate our analysis on the comparison between this year's and
last year's tests.
Waterbury schools made statistically significant gains in a number of areas both for students scoring at the
proficient level and for students scoring at goal. Statistically significant gains are gains that are not likely
due to chance but to actual improvements in the specific area.
Continued on page 11 and 12
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WATERBURY PUBLIC SCHOOLS NEWS UPDATE

Partners In Education
“A Day Made Better”
Washington School’s Marianne Lusk
Selected by Office Max as Contest Winner
“A Day Made Better” is the kick-off of a new Office Max companywide community initiative sponsored by office superstore, in partnership with the nonprofit organization Adopt-A-Classroom. The initiative was developed n response to the fact that teachers often spend
their own money on classroom supplies.
The name “A Day Made Better” is derived from the thought that, with
this special event, Office Max can make at least one day better for
educators; specifically, by providing more than 1,000 teachers nationwide essential supplies through a high-profile event.
Through the “A Day Made Better” events, OfficeMax seeks to educate and excite the general public to take action and to partner with
educators and schools in their community.
During the event here in Waterbury, OfficeMax donated classroom
resources and supplies worth over $1,400 to Marianne Lusk at
Washington School, including a printer, digital camera, a new chair,
and other classroom supplies. Mrs. Lusk was not aware that she
had been chosen, and Office Max representatives, along with school
staff and Marianne;s husband, showed up in her classroom to surprise with the supplies, a bouquet of flowers and a certificate.
Marianne was chosen after being nominated by Principal Roxanne
Augelli earlier this year.
Across the nation, OfficeMax representatives arrived at 1,000
schools to similarly surprise 1,000 teachers, all on the same day.
OfficeMax will also be donating additional funds to teachers at the
school that will be distributed through Adopt-A-Classroom after the
event.

Marianne Lusk poses with Office Max representatives. From left to right, they are: Waterbury Sore
Manager Richard Dabkowski, Regional Territory
Manager Jeff Potter, Waterbury Sales Supervisor
Amanda Lagassey, and Impress Supervisor Lorien
Chambrovich.
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Bravo To Our Best—News About Waterbury Staff
Congratulations to:
Mike Yamin, new Principal of Kennedy High School
Adela Jorge-Nelson, Supervisor, Bilingual Education
Antonio Musto, Principal, Waterbury Adult Education
Kathryn Barbeau, Acting Supervisor, Special Education Pre-Kindergarten Program
Robert Johnston, Vice Prinicpal, Kennedy High School
Jason Sconziano, Acting SVP at State Street School

Two of Waterbury’s Educational Access Channel 16 programs received SKYE Awards this year.
The weekly program, Spotlight on Schools, hosted by School Superintendent Dr. David L. Snead
and videotaped by the students at the Waterbury Arts Magnet School, received recognition as an
Outstanding School Information Program. WAMS students also won recognition in the Outstanding
Special presentation category for their video production of the Caribbean Steelpan Project.
Scott Serafine, Video production teacher at WAMS, also received a Dennis Buckley Community
Contribution Award.

Nancy Vaughan, School / Community Relations Coordinator, has achieved Accreditation in Public
Relations from the Universal Accreditation Board. The UAB supervises professional accreditation
for nine public relations organizations, including the Public Relations Society of America and the
National School Public Relations Association. Nancy is a member of both of these organizations
and serves as Chapter President of the Connecticut School Public Relations Association.
The accreditation process requires that an individual member demonstrate competency in the
knowledge, skills and abilities required to successfully practice public relations in today’s business world. This is accomplished through an application process, a face-to-face presentation of
sample public relations work given to a panel of three accredited public relations professionals,
and a computerized examination.
Completing the process will allow Nancy to add the initials APR to her name when used in a professional context. Accredited members must maintain their Accredited status every three years
by accumulating ten points of credits in continuing education, professionalism and /or public service categories.
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BRIEF SCHOOL NOTES AND PICTURES

Waterbury students participated in this year’s Downtown Draw,
including these students from WAMS.
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BRIEF SCHOOL NOTES AND PICTURES

Founder of Living Rhythms African Drumming Mr. Bill Scheidt along with Ms. Djenne Hearne,
his associate, performed with 8 Fifth Grade students from Rotella Magnet School at the Palace
Theater as part of the Waterbury Symphony's Orchestra program.

Picture 110 9196- (L to R) Fifth Grade Students, Fajar Alam, Luis Vega, Malique Carwin,
Murphy Hawley, April Doolan, Marques
Henley, Mariah Johnson, Taylor Campos.
Living Rhythms Resident Artist, Mr. Bill
Scheidt.

Picture 100 9200- Tech Rehearsal at
the Palace Theater- Foreground- Fifth
Grade students Marques Henley and
April Doolan. Background-Murphy
Hawley, Taylor Campos,and Mr. Bill
Scheidt.

Picture 100 9202- Front to Back and Left to Right- Murphy Hawley, Marques Henley,April Doolan,Taylor Campos,Mariah Johnson, Luis Vega, Malique Carwin, Fajar Alam, Ms. Djenne Hearne,
Mr. Bill Scheidt, Mrs. Meg Harrigan, and Ms. Vanessa Logan.
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BRIEF SCHOOL NOTES AND PICTURES

Bucks Hill School students and their families enjoyed the first family night of the school
year. Everyone had a great time playing BINGO! Each child went home with a book
while the winning adults got to take home cookbooks donated to the school.

New Elementary School Guidance
Counselor Program Launched
The Developmental Guidance Program being
developed at each of our elementary
schools is a prevention-based, proactive
program of services designed to address
the developmental needs of all students.
The main component is the delivery of
classroom lessons in each grade that
teach skills in three areas - personal/
social, academic, and vocational, with
the elementary grades focusing on the
personal/social skills. These would include such skills as managing emotions,
resolving conflicts, problem solving, responsible decision making, respecting
others, appreciating diversity, and developing self-discipline and personal responsibility.
Research studies show a strong correlation between the mastery of these skills
and success in school, as well as success
in life beyond school.

Generali School students cheered on their favorite
team, the Boston red Sox, during the World Series.
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To commemorate Constitution Day, 5th grade students in
Rotella’s Forever Wave Squad and 2nd Grade teacher
(dressed in authentic civil war era clothing) performed a
short skit about the Constitution, in order to help our Rotella
students to understand the importance of this day .

Picture 100 8892-(L to R) 2nd Grade
Teacher;Mrs. Deborah McGrane, 5th Grade
Students;Javen Harris, Suzana Amaral,
Katie Keane, & Blesing Zenick

Proceeds from the Eastern Stars Purple and Gold Gala dinner on Saturday, September 15th benefited
the students of Walsh School. The students and school received a $1,000.00 award that was originally intended to help fund the new playground. The money will be used to give the students some
educational activities during indoor and outdoor recess. The Eastern Stars also committed to provide
school supplies by the end of October.

Wendell Cross School’s new playscape was dedicated in late September. The area has been
named after two long-time teachers, Mrs. Pennie Hudson and Mrs. Linda Scully

Check out www.knowhow2go.org
Connecticut has been working to create an affiliate KnowHow2Go affiliate chapter
and now has a page link on the site. This site offers high school students information on how to prepare for, find, and pay for college.
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SHOW CHOIR
ENTERTAINS VISITORS
Students in West Side Middle
School’s Show Choir sang
and entertained educators
visiting from The Netherlands.
This is the third time a group
from that country has come
here to study the district’s
special education inclusion
program.

CrimeStoppers Poster Contest
Winners List
Grand Prize:

__________Terry Inabinett___________

Billboard Display_____________ Kennedy HS _____________
$100.00 Prize
High School:

___________ Terry Inabinett __________
_______________ Kennedy HS _____________

Middle School:

____________ Billy Salgado ___________
____________-__ North End MS _____________

Elementary: ______________Carolina Soares__________
_________________ Brooklyn _______________
Honorable Mention:
Jessica Martinez, Wilby HS
Padmattie Ralqobin, Kennedy HS
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5th Annual Japanese Summer Festival

Tuesday, June 5th.

Maloney Japanese Language and
Culture, Art, and the Library Media
Center Programs and Wilby High
School Family and Consumer Science
Departmnet worked together this
year.

Wilby students made YUKATA (cotton kimono) for
all first graders. They also made Sushi to serve for
students and their family.

The library teacher worked with two first grade
classes. One class did a Japanese folk tale called
"Peach Boy" using KAMISHIBAI (Japanese traditional way of telling a story) and the other did a
comparison between Japan and the U.S. after they
learned a book called "The way we do it in Japan".
The art teacher worked with all first graders to
make Kimono and Carp Kite displays, and pictures
for comparison.

After their performance, our first grade went to outside and
did a Japanse traditional dance called BONODORI.

Everybody enjoyed the beautiful day!
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Bucks Hill School Literacy Day— 2007

Bucks Hill School students
and staff dressed as their
favorite characters in literature as part of the school’s
Literature Day activities.

Picture 100 8585-Kaitlyn Mastrantuono is
placed inside a bubble by bubblologist Casey
Carle during a Bubblemania Show at the
Rotella Interdistrict Magnet School Summer
Enrichment Program on July 25, 2007.

Picture 100 8668-Ryan Troschler and Shannon
Hinman performed in the musical theater production
of "Forever Summer" at the Rotella Interdistrict Magnet School's Summer Enrichment Program.
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BRIEF SCHOOL NOTES AND PICTURES
CMT results, continued from page 1

The areas of statistically significant increases from
last year's percentages of students scoring at or
above the proficient level district wide include:
whole district – math
district grade 3 – math
district grade 5 – math
district grade 6 – math
district grade 6 – writing.
In addition, the following schools made statistically
significant gains:
Barnard – math
Barnard – grade 3 math
Bucks Hill – grade 5 reading
Generali – math
Generali – reading
Generali – grade 3 reading
Generali – grade 5 math
Generali – grade 5 reading
Gilmartin – grade 3 writing
Kingsbury – grade 5 math
Hopeville – grade 5 writing
Maloney – writing
Maloney – grade 4 writing
North End – grade 6 writing
Washington – math
Washington – grade 5 math
Wendell Cross – grade 5 math
Woodrow Wilson – math
West Side – grade 8 math
West Side – grade 8 reading
West Side – grade 8 writing.
The areas of statistically significant increases from
last year's percentages of students scoring at or
above the goal level district wide include:
whole district – math
district grade 3 – math
district grade 4 - math
district grade 5 – math
district grade 6 – math
district grade 6 – writing
district grade 8 – math
district grade 8 – reading
In addition, the following schools made statistically
significant gains:

Barnard – reading
Barnard – grade 5 reading
Brooklyn – grade 3 math
Bucks Hill – grade 5 reading
Chase – math
Chase – grade 3 math
Chase – grade 3 writing
Driggs – math
Driggs – grade 5 math
Generali – math
Generali - writing
Generali – grade 3 math
Generali – grade 3 writing
Generali – grade 5 reading
Hopeville – grade 5 writing
Kingsbury – grade 5 math
Maloney – math
Maloney – grade 4 writing
North End – math
North End – grade 8 math
Regan – math
Regan – grade 4 math
Sprague – math
Sprague – grade 5 math
Tinker – grade 3 math
Wallace – grade 6 writing
Washington – math
Washington – grade 5 math
Wendell Cross – grade 5 math
West Side – math
West Side – grade 6 math
West Side – grade 8 math
West Side – grade 8 reading
West Side – grade 8 writing
Woodrow Wilson – math
Woodrow Wilson – grade 5 math
Gains were made in other areas as well, but the
increase was such that it could not be considered
statistically significant. For example, Driggs students as a whole improved in both reading and
math at the proficiency level, but not enough to be
considered "statistically significant" (Driggs math
was 52.9% in 2006, and 58.3% in 2007; Driggs
reading was 38.2% in 2006, it is 42.5% in 2007)
On the district wide level, student scores improved
or stayed the same in all areas in each of the deContinued on page 12
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BRIEF SCHOOL NOTES AND PICTURES
CMT results, continued form page 11

sired levels 3, 4 and 5 (proficiency, goal, advanced),
even as we tested more students than last year. In
fact, the number of students scoring at or above proficient and at or above goal in all three content areas
improved, while the number of students who failed to
score at or above proficient or at or above goal in any
of the tests declined.
There were also statistically significant improvements in
many sub-groups, such as females in math, Hispanic in
math, white in math, economically disadvantaged in
math, not economically disadvantaged in math, reading
and writing, and more.
In comparison to other urban school districts,
Waterbury continues to do very well. Waterbury student scores were first in all areas both in the categories
of at or above proficiency and at or above goal in
grades 3, 5, and 8. Waterbury student scores were first
or second in grades four for both at or above proficiency and at or above goal in all subject areas. Results in grades six and seven were mixed, although our
students scored first in writing in grade six and second
or first in reading in grade seven.
While there were some areas where individual schools
need improvement, we will be continuing to analyze the
results over the next several weeks as part of our Data
Driven Decision Making process. Overall, though, we
feel we have made forward progress. We will use the
information gained from our thorough analysis to make
further adjustments to our curriculum and professional
development, both on a district, school and individual
classroom basis.

AYP, continued form page 1

for students scoring at goal or above. Unfortunately,
these gains were not sufficient to allow all of these
schools to achieve AYP this year. While we are disappointed that these schools remain on the list of schools
in need of improvement, I can assure parents that
teachers are teaching, students are learning, and that
academic gains are being made at each of these
schools as evidenced by the many statistically significant increases in student achievement at these
schools.

Statement on 2007 CAPT Results
It is important to note that the 2007 CAPT is a
new generation of the test, therefore, comparisons with the previous year's results are loose at
best – the two tests are not similar enough for a
tight comparison. Changes were made in both
format and scoring from the previous year. In
particular, the science portion of the test had the
most dramatic changes, especially in the way the
science test was administered, which may have
affected the results for students.
In a press release today, the State of Connecticut
noted: “The third generation CAPT3 is a new
test with changes in content, format, length and
scoring from the previous generation. The expectations of what students should know and be
able to do have increased from the previous generation, based on changes in the state’s curriculum frameworks.”
Although the state itself did not post comparisons
between this year and last year in the press release, a check of this year's report and last year's
report shows student test score averages are
down slightly in most categories of the test.
Results from the 2007 CAPT test here in
Waterbury were mixed. While we did show some
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BRIEF SCHOOL NOTES AND PICTURES
increases in the percentages of students meeting goal
or proficiency in some areas, we also saw decreases in
others. Most of the increases or decreases were not
statistically significant and could have occurred due to
chance. Male students showed statistically significant
increases in reading (at the proficiency level) and math
(at the goal level). Statistically significant decreases
occurred at the district level in science, and for some of
the sub-groups in science and for females as a subgroup in reading at the proficiency level.
Waterbury students as a whole showed slight increases
in math and reading at the proficiency level, and remained stable in writing. There was also a slight increase in math at the goal level.
Given that the State of Connecticut is reporting that this
third generation CAPT test expected more from students, it is heartening to see our students were able to
stay within a percentage point or less of last year's
scores in most areas except science (both goal and
proficient) and writing at the goal level.
In comparison to our District Reference Group,
Waterbury students were #1 in writing at both the goal
and proficiency level, #1 in reading at the proficiency
level and #2 in reading at the goal level, #2 in math at
the proficiency level and #5 in math at the goal level,
and # 5 in science at both the proficiency and goal
level.
District results at the proficiency level were as follows:
math = 47.7% this year versus 47.0% last year
science = 46.7% this year versus 52.9% last year
reading = 55.5% this year versus 54.5% last year
writing = 66.2% this year versus 66.2% last year
District results at the goal level were as follows:
math = 12.8% this year versus 12.4% last year
science = 10.4% this year versus 14.3% last year
reading = 17.5% this year versus 18.3% last year
writing = 26.1% this year versus 27.9% last year
We have made some changes to the high school curriculum in the past few years, particularly in the math
area, and this may be reflected in the fact that our math
scores did increase in both goal and proficiency, even if
only slightly. More time is needed for the full impact to

be felt. Changes made simultaneously at the elementary and middle school levels will allow students to better adapt to the changes made at the
high school level as these students advance into
the higher grades and should be reflected on future test results.
Additional changes which may impact future test
results include:
• An increase in Education Cost Sharing funds
will provide for more assistance in reading and
math for students
• School Status Assessments have been done
for each high school to assess the school and to
make changes
• More Targeted Professional Development is
planned for teachers
• More frequent, formative assessments are
scheduled for students
The district is working to fill the 7th-12th Reading /
Language Arts Supervisor position FULL-TIME
(last year was part-time) to help the high schools
in reading and writing.
While we had hoped to see more progress on this
year's tests, we remain convinced that our efforts
at improvement will produce results. When speaking about the academic achievement of students,
it is sometimes necessary to go back to the elementary and middle school years in order to implement the types of changes that will have the
most dramatic impact in the high school years.
Those changes have been made in Waterbury
and are now beginning to show up in both elementary and middle school test results. We anticipate these improved results will trickle upwards
into the high school achievements in the very near
future.
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Kennedy High Starts Accreditation Process

Principal Michael Yamin of Kennedy High School announced the names of steering committee members who will
direct the school’s efforts during its self-study and the accreditation by the Commission on Public Secondary
Schools of the New England Association of Schools and Colleges. The committee will be co-chaired by John
Dueben, a Science teacher and Corey Griffin, an English teacher.

The other members of the committee are: Robert Johnston, Carmine Paolino, Melissa Anelli, Denise Derenches,
Laura O’Brien, and Ken Ludwig.

NEAS&C membership requires that a school undergo a self-study and formal evaluation at least once every ten
years. The Steering Committee’s responsibilities will include coordinating a schedule of events for the school’s
self-study, collecting reports from various subcommittees, and making necessary preparations for the evaluation
committee’s visit.

According to Dueben and Griffin, “The self-study will include the completion of a School and Community Profile
which will provide information about the Waterbury School District as well as the school and the students it serves
and a comprehensive assessment of teaching and learning and the support of teaching and learning. The focus
of the evaluation visit will be to determine the extent to which our programs and services carry out the school’s
mission and expectations for student learning and meet the Commissions Standards for Accreditation.”

Kennedy High School was last accredited in 1999 and has maintained continued accreditation. The next accreditation by a Commission visiting committee will be conducted in October, 2009.

WAMS Students Had Opportunity To Ask Questions of the
Maestro and Diva from Connecticut’s Opera Performance of Tosca
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Maloney School students were
among those who demonstrated
their concern for pewace by
“planting” 600 Pinwheels for
Peace outside on the front lawn of
the school on the International
Day of Peace.

FIVE STUDENTS RECEIVE RECOGNITION LETTERS

Five students from Crosby, Kennedy, Wilby and Waterbury Arts Magnet School were recently
honored by the Waterbury Board of Education, in recognition of their achievements on the
2007 CAPT exams. These students achieved at an Advanced level on all four areas of the
2007 CAPT tests. At the Board of Education meeting, they were presented a letter of congratulations from Commissioner of Education Mark McQuillan as well as a certificate of recognition from the Board of Education and Dr. Snead.

The students who received the letters of recognition were:
Crosby - Emily Perriello (grade 11)
Kennedy - Brooke Devito
WAMS - Joseph Boruch (grade 11)
Wilby - Kevin Kelly (grade 11)
Wilby - Christopher Wall (grade 11)

Waterbury Public Schools—Empowering for Success

Attention all staff and parents:
We are already beginning work on the next issue of the
Waterbury Public Schools News Update Please submit information for inclusion in this next issue
as soon as possible—
Anticipated release date of January 2008
Thank you

SCHOOL / COMMUNITY RELATIONS
If you have enjoyed reading this issue of the Waterbury Public Schools News
Update and you would like to contribute an item for an upcoming issue, please
contact:
Nancy Vaughan
School / Community Relations Coordinator
37 Leavenworth Street, 2nd Floor
Waterbury, CT 06702
phone 573-6633 fax 346-3508
E-mail is nvaughan@waterbury.k12.ct.us
We especially need items on school activities and staff or student achievements.
Items will also be placed in the Education Notebook, if appropriate. Thank you.

